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Hawkeye Windows and Doors is a leading
supplier of European tilt-turn products
in the United States
Hawkeye is renowned in the industry for being one of the pioneering
companies to supply homeowners, designers and architects with custom crafted, state-of-the-art European style tilt-turn windows, doors,
Passive House and wood curtain wall products.
From the design phase of your project to the finishing touches and
completion, they’ll work with you side by side to ensure you are 100%
satisfied with the results. If what you seek is masterfully crafted doors
and windows that will transform your new or existing home into a
showcase masterpiece, you have come to the right place!
As an American window and door supplier since 1996, Hawkeye Windows and Doors is distinctly unique because it not only offers a vast
range of technologically engineered and eco-friendly fenestration
products such as tilt-turn windows and doors, lift-slide doors, wood
windows, replacement windows and doors, aluminum clad windows,
wood curtain wall and more – they also provide personalized
customer service that is unsurpassed.
Hawkeye is one of the rare businesses in the marketplace today that
truly understands innovative thinking, a meticulous attention to detail
and an investment of time are all essential to the process of creating
an aesthetically pleasing interface with performing fenestration products.

“I never imaged how beautiful our large windows would be
until I saw them installed.”
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When you’re ready to clean your tilt-turn windows, simply turn the handle
it automatically becomes a swing window for safe and easy indoor cleaning.

Tilt-Turn
Windows and Doors
Tilt-turn doors are doors that
vent securely

Tilt-turn windows are all-around
windows

As a variation of a patio door, our tilt-turn doors
can not only enhance your home’s interior and
exterior- they can be fun to use. Instead of
using doors that simply open and close in the
swing position, the tilt-turn not only serves as
traditional means to enter and exit your home
by way of your patio or deck, it is also a secure and safe way to filter welcomed ventilation
through your home.

You’ll never find a more versatile window than
our European style tilt-turn windows. Designed
for easy use and efficiency, both the operation
of the tilt window and swing window is controlled with one functional handle. Turn the
handle to the tilt position and your window will
simultaneously allow warm, stale air to exit from
the top of the window while refreshingly cool
air filters in from the open sides.

Explore all the features of our unique tilt-turn windows with a Hawkeye consultant today!
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Armor to natural elements
The aluminum clad portion on our windows
is virtually impenetrable! Made from a thick
aluminum, our cladding creates a metal
shield around the wood window protecting
it from all the elements- weather, direct sunlight, external damage- even moisture and
condensation. Our rough, tough and durable
aluminum clad skin is available on all our European style windows; and all our cladding
can be powder coated with 10,000 plus color options from the RAL color chart.
Much like a shield, the exterior aluminum
clad skin on our products is off-set and designed not to interface or touch any part of
the wood structure. We do this to minimize
direct energy transfer from the aluminum to
the wood and to eliminate areas where condensation would occur between the aluminum and the wood. We can clad all European style windows such as swing casements,
tilt-turns, tilt-slide, lift-slide, folding, pivots,
awnings, and hoppers. We offer eleven exterior aluminum profiles and one bronze
profile. We have two aluminum profiles with
a hidden sash (not visible from the exterior)
and we can augment all styles with various
aluminum sill pans, no-slip aluminum or
stainless threshold, along with various other
options to suit your design.
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Inswing and Outswing Casement Windows
Historic Duplication at the most
accurate

Wood windows in all its natural
beauty

When it comes to Historic Duplication doors
the possibilities are endless at Hawkeye Windows and Doors. We specialize in meticulously
recreating custom designed doors to the strictest specifications so the end product is a perfectly crafted match for your replacement. From
the tiniest detail in the stile, the rail size and
shape- to the panel configuration and depth,
no detail comes off the machining table without
extensive and expert planning. We will even cut
knives to duplicate the complete door entablature.

When it comes to choosing the wood for your windows, Hawkeye offers a virtual timber wonderland
of high quality grains reflecting timeless beauty. In
addition to the vast selection of wood types we
offer, our wood window line includes all the styles
you would expect in traditional windows such as
outswing and inswing casements, double hung,
historical duplication systems and unique shapes.

If you are hoping to re-create a historic design, let the experts at Hawkeye show you how it can be perfectly matched in
your replacement.
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Folding Doors
Folding doors opens your
complete building to the exterior
Folding doors, by Hawkeye Windows, are
truly a unique concept that has become
popular for both its design and functionality. Featuring multi-panels that can either
be stacked to one side or split in the middle, they are ideal for kitchen-deck or patio
entry ways. Yet, our folding doors’ versatility doesn’t stop there. These flexible panels
can also fold to the interior of your home to
accommodate the traffic flow in your house;
or fold to the exterior, offering uninterrupted floor space inside your home. Options for
our folding doors include a choice of thresholds to accommodate zero entry or step entry and we also offer a selection of screen
types to suit your preference and décor.
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French Windows and Doors
Patio doors with a twist
Patio doors are versatile and functional by design and feature a heavy, secure framing, as well as a full perimeter locking system. With our state-of-the-art locking system you
can rest assure that unwanted guests will find it more than challenging to enter the premises. The same is true for exiting your home; whether you have indoor pets or toddlers
running around, you can rest easy knowing they’ll be safe and secure inside your home with the patio doors you install from Hawkeye. Choose from either an inward or outward
selection of single doors, double doors, French swing doors, doors with sidelites or transoms to enhance the entry way to your beautiful patio or spacious deck.
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Custom Special Shape Windows
Unique windows of your desire
Our custom windows are only limited by your imagination and creativity! From crafting your windows to any shape or size, to the sashes, frames and sills you choose, the variety
of screening we offer, the position of the handles, the type of wood you prefer, the thickness of your glass, the intricate wood carvings and LED lighting to the endless color
combinations and options you have to choose from…we can create any customized window to suit your individual taste, lifestyle and budget!
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Entry Doors
Entry doors of beauty and
function
Design a welcoming masterpiece that is both
stunning and memorable with an entry door
from Hawkeye Windows and Doors. Our entry doors far surpass any domestic counterpart
when it comes to the options we offer for creating the breathtaking focal point of your home or
business. With our custom sizing, timber range,
threshold choices, artistic details, in/out swing
configurations, glass selections, LED lighting and
so much more, we can help you create a magnificent entry door to both your interior sanctuary
and a magical gateway to the world beyond.
Our doors go beyond the standard 36” swinging
panel that dominates the American residential
landscape. At Hawkeye, we create doors up to
52” wide for a majestic entry full of wonderment
and awe. Our doors are truly custom designed
with sizes to any millimeter with artistic details
available to balance the aesthetics of design
concepts- even with the most challenging patterns. We produce large, majestic single swing
doors or single swing doors with operational side
lites that can conveniently accommodate the delivery of that new piano you’ve been wanting.
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Lift-Slide
Windows and Doors
Lift-Slide Doors for the truly large doors
Our lift-slide doors will lift your spirits just knowing how easy they are
to use and care for! Very similar to the tilt-slide, our lift-slide doors also
moves the door panel to a new position before opening. The only difference is that it moves up and to the side rather than moving inward.
This subtle different maybe small but shouldn’t be underestimated in its
usefulness. This movement is enough to clear all the weather-stripping
from all moving parts which allows the door to slide friction free to an
open or closed position.

Tilt-Slide
Windows and Doors
Tilt Slide doors are beautiful, safe and tight
Our tilt slide patio doors, often referred to as tilt-and-slide doors, are also
another terrific variation of our patio doors. Our tilt slide patio door is
encased in its frame when closed; and when open, it gently disengages
from the frame for a small measure and like the mini-van; whereas, it,
slides to the side effortlessly for passage. When in closed mode the door
is automatically aligned back into the neutral position by the technologically engineered hardware.
Once closed, the handle can be turned to release another set of hardware points to tilt the door in for safe and secure ventilation while keeping the door in a firmly held “closed” position at the floor. It is a much
more efficient and secure choice than its domestic counterpart because
our tilt slide patio doors not only close as tightly and securely as a swing
door, its rollers never collect dust, debris or any other unwanted matter
because they are located on the interior of the door.
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A Wood Curtain Wall is Warm
and Friendly
A wood curtain wall can add a warm traditional feel or open contemporary look to any room
in your office or home. Often a more preferred
choice than a glass wall, it can be a bit more
expensive. However, a wood curtain wall can
save the client substantially on labor and time
compared to what fabricating a glass wall on site
would cost. For example- it is quite easy to create nine inches of framing between glass on a
glass wall system. Yet, with a wood curtain wall
that size is reduced to 2”- resulting in seven full
inches more glass for each window lite. What
does that mean for you? A more expansive view
and a distinctively unique window system in
your home that is both elegant and breathtakingly beautiful.
At Hawkeye Windows and Doors, all of our wood
curtain walls are engineered at the factory as a
system. All wind and glass loads are calculated
into the system as it is manufactured- this way
you won’t need additional mulls and reinforcing
at the jobsite. One important feature that needs
to be considered with your wood curtain wall is
the moisture drainage and flashing. Our system
is designed and manufactured with these features in mind as it relates to moisture drainage
and flashing details; which are pre-planned and
outlined in the shop drawings. In contrast, glass
wall units assembled on site, have the the water migration and control aspects of your project
handled by laborers on site.
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Twenty Years of Service...
European window and door products have been supplied by Hawkeye Windows & Doors for over 20 years. We have a rich history as the go-to solution provider
for aesthetically beautiful and keenly engineered European window, door, rolladen roll shutter systems and fenestration products. Below is a list of the many product permutations we provide. For more detailed information on some of our more sought after products, visit our website.

Personal Grid Design

Glass Art Accents

Security and Storm Shutters

Dutch Doors

Product Extras
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sound Attenuation Glass
LED Lighted Glass
Window and Door Hardware Options
Roll, Fixed and Hinge Screens
Security and Impact Shutters
Jamb Extensions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sun Blocking Screens
Illbruck Insulation Foam for Installers
Impact Rated Windows and Doors
Custom Profiles
Welded Aluminum Cladding
Specialized Cladding for Coastal Salt Spray

•
•
•
•
•
•

Aluminum Sill on Exterior
Passive House Products
Powder Coat Wood-Grain Finishes
Installation Coordination
Specialty Carvings, Trims and Capitals
Thousands of Colors and Finishes
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Sapele
White Oak

Hemlock

Pine
Walnut

Fir

Meranti
Teak

Eucalyptus

Mahogany
Spruce

Bamboo

Larch
Sipo

Alderwood

Wood species selection is important and our wood collection is a timberland of rich grains offering beauty, strength and flexibility. Our range of wood species is
comprised of Pine, Fir, Mahogany, Meranti, Spruce, Alder, Hemlock, Sipo, Teak, Sapele, Oak, even Bamboo. Wood is a high demand product because of its renewability and eco-friendly features. At Hawkeye Windows and Doors we certify many wood species of our harvest with FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) approvals.
If you prefer or need certification for your project, please give us a call and inquire about all the types of wood we offer with FSC certifications
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Wood Species of Your Desire
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